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SUMMARY
In this paper, sixth-order monotonicity-preserving optimized scheme (OMP6) for the numerical solution of
conservation laws is developed on the basis of the dispersion and dissipation optimization and monotonicity-
preserving technique. The nonlinear spectral analysis method is developed and is used for the purpose
of minimizing the dispersion errors and controlling the dissipation errors. The new scheme (OMP6) is
simple in expression and is easy for use in CFD codes. The suitability and accuracy of this new scheme
have been tested through a set of one-dimensional, two-dimensional, and three-dimensional tests, including
the one-dimensional Shu–Osher problem, the two-dimensional double Mach reflection, and the Rayleigh–
Taylor instability problem, and the three-dimensional direct numerical simulation of decaying compressible
isotropic turbulence. All numerical tests show that the new scheme has robust shock capturing capability and
high resolution for the small-scale waves due to fewer numerical dispersion and dissipation errors. More-
over, the new scheme has higher computational efficiency than the well-used WENO schemes. Copyright
© 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
High order shock capturing schemes play important roles in the detailed simulations (DNS or
LES) of supersonic or hypersonic complex flows, and to develop high resolution shock capturing
scheme is a hot topic in the recent CFD research. Unlike the incompressible or subsonic turbu-
lent flows, shocks or shocklets often appear in supersonic/hypersonic turbulent flows, and those
shock waves pose severe challenges to DNS or LES in supersonic/hypersonic turbulent flows [1].
To resolve the small-scale fluctuation, the scheme must have low dissipation and low dispersion, but
with non-dissipative schemes, the nonphysical oscillations near shock waves will cause, in many
cases, appearance of negative temperatures or pressures in the flows when turbulent Mach number
is high enough. Therefore, schemes for compressible turbulent flows require robust shock capturing
capability, as well as minimized dissipation and dispersion errors.
Currently, high order WENO schemes [2, 3] are well used in the DNS/LES of super-
sonic/hypersonic turbulent flows for their high robustness and accuracy. However, WENO schemes
are computationally expensive [4, 5] and in some cases somewhat too dissipative for small scales
[1]. A lot of efforts have been devoted to the lower dissipation properties of WENO schemes, such
as hybrid schemes [6–10] or optimized WENO schemes [11, 12].
Suresh and Huynh [5] developed a class of monotonicity-preserving schemes (MP schemes),
which have very high resolution for small scales and are more efficient than the mostly used WENO
schemes. An MP scheme contains a linear (high order) part and an MP limiter part. Suresh and
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Huynh’s research mainly focus on the improvement of the MP limiter, and the linear part of MP
scheme is less studied. In Suresh and Huynh’s research, an ordinary fifth-order or seventh-order
upwind biasing schemes are suggested as the linear part of MP schemes. The authors studied the
MP schemes based on the nonlinear spectrum analysis for the dispersion and dissipation, and found
that the linear part of MP scheme also has great effects on the total performance of the whole
scheme. In the low wave number range (smooth field), the limiter of MP scheme does not work,
and the linear part dominates the performance of the whole scheme. However, even in high wave
number range (near the shock or dramatic disturbance region), the linear part also has great effects
on the performance of whole scheme. So, the given suitable linear part is also very important for
MP schemes. On the basis of the dispersion and dissipation optimization [13,14], by using nonlinear
spectrum analysis and monotonicity-preserving technique [5], a sixth-order optimized MP scheme
(OMP6) is proposed.
Numerical tests show that the new scheme (OMP6) is robust enough for supersonic/hypersonic
flow and have very high computational efficiency. And, the tests also show that OMP6 is less dis-
sipative than classical seventh-order WENO scheme (WENO7) [3] or original seventh-order MP
scheme [5].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 focuses on the construction of OMP6. In Section
3, the new scheme is extended to the Euler equations. Section 4 is devoted to numerical results,
and comparisons are made with the classical seventh-order WENO scheme (WENO7) and original
seventh-order MP scheme (MP7).
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE NUMERICAL SCHEME








f .u/D au, a > 0






.fjC1=2  fj1=2/D 0, (2.2)
wherexis the grid spacing, andfjC1=2is the numerical flux, which is given by numerical scheme.
We will construct the sixth-order optimized MP scheme (OMP6) in this section.
2.1. Construction of linear scheme with free parameters
As mentioned earlier, the construction of sixth-order optimized MP scheme (OMP6) begins with
a linear scheme with free parameters, and then the nonlinear limiter is added for shock capturing.
Finally, the free parameters are set by optimization based on nonlinear spectrum analysis.
The linear scheme for numerical flux f Linear
jC1=2
is constructed in eight points stencil





Figure 1. Stencils for the construction offjC1=2.
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Clearly, on eight points stencil, we can construct the highest eighth-order both linear central and
upwind schemes. Here, we require that the linear scheme has sixth-order accuracy, then the Taylor
expansion gives six constrains for accuracy condition, so, there should be two free parameters in
the expression of coefficients¹akº . As addressed in [10], the dissipation and dispersion property of
the linear scheme can be determined by the two free parameters separately, that is, one parameter








where  and  are the two free parameters. By solving the linear equations of accuracy constrains









































Because meeting the accuracy is constrained, (2.4) has sixth-order accuracy.
By using Fourier analysis [13], the modified wave number Qk D kr C iki of the linear scheme
(2.4) can be given. The real part kr is related to the dissipation error, and the image part ki is related
to the dispersion error of the scheme. The expressions are
kr D 8(cos(˛)-1)4







where ˛ D kx is the scaled wave number. Eq. (2.5) shows that the dissipation of linear scheme
(2.4) is only related with free parameter  , and the dispersion is only related with . This means that
the dissipation and dispersion properties of linear scheme (2.4) can be optimized independently.
Particularly, when  D 0I D 1
140
, scheme (2.4) is an eight-order central scheme.
2.2. Improving shock capturing ability by adding monotonicity-preserving limiter [5]
Following the MP technique of Suresh and Huynh [5], MP limiter is added to the linear scheme
(2.4) to improve the shock capturing capability. The linear flux calculated by (2.4) is called original
flux. For the limiting procedure, it is of critical importance that it should not alter the original flux in
smooth regions, so, the accuracy is preserved. Limiter takes effect and pulls the original flux into a
certain interval near a discontinuity; as a result, monotonicity is preserved. After adding limiter into
the linear scheme (2.4), the MP schemes with free parameters (MP-FP) are constructed. The MP-FP
























































































dMjC1=2 Dminmod.4dj  djC1, 4djC1  dj , dj , djC1/I dj D fj1C fjC1  2fj , (2.7)
f Linear
jC1=2
is defined by (2.4).
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/ 6 " determines the smoothness of the stencil. If
it holds, the region is smooth, and there is no change with the original flux, otherwise, the limit-
ing procedure takes effort for the discontinuous region. The definition of the minmod function and
details of the MP technique can be consulted in ref. [5].
Now, the nonlinear scheme has been constructed by adding MP limiter. In the following, the free
parameters  ,  in f Linear
jC1=2
will be determined by nonlinear spectral analysis.
2.3. Optimization for dissipation and dispersion by nonlinear spectral analysis
2.3.1. Nonlinear spectral analysis. Pirozzoli studied the performance of shock capturing schemes
in wave number space by using nonlinear spectral analysis (so-called approximated dispersion
relation, ADR) [15]. It shows that the genuine nonlinear mechanisms underlying shock capturing
schemes have a dramatic impact upon the computed solution, and their actual behavior may be very
different from the one predicted on purely linear grounds. The theory can provide useful guidance
for the choice of the most cost-effective schemes for specific application, and may constitute a basis
for the development of optimized ones. In this paper, we follow this analysis and give the optimized
coefficients of the scheme.
In our research, the ADR method of Pirozzoli [15] is simplified. In Pirozzoli’s method, a one-
dimensional linear convection equation is solved numerically and small time-advanced, and then
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is used for the spectral analysis. In our method, only spatial
finite difference and DFT operation is used, and time-advancing operation is not needed, so, it is
much simpler.
The nonlinear spectral analysis method in this research can be considered as a direct exten-
sion of the Fourier analysis method for linear schemes. First, we review the Fourier analysis for a
linear scheme.

























˛  kx (2.11)
Define the modified wave numbers
kr D kr .˛/Re. OFk/, ki D ki .˛/ Im. OFk/ (2.12)
where kr relates to the dissipation error of scheme (2.8) and ki relates to the dispersion error of the
scheme.







D ikxeikxj D i˛eikxj (2.13)
Compared with eq. (2.9), kr and ki for exact difference (spectral method) are
kexactr D 0, k
exact
i D ˛
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Then, we extend this method to nonlinear schemes. Consider a nonlinear scheme defined as
Fj xf
0
j D F.fjp , ......fjCq/ (2.14)
Assume fj D eikxj , which is a sinusoidal function with wave number k. Because the scheme
(2.14) is nonlinear, Fj must contain the harmonic waves of the foundational wave eikxj , that is,
Fj D OFke
ikxj C harmonic waves . Where OFk is the complex amplitude of the foundational
wave. When ˛  kx is not large, the nonlinear effect of the scheme is not strong, and then the
harmonic waves are not as strong as the foundational wave. Then, we have the assumption
Fj  OFke
ikxj (2.15)








Consider equation (2.15) has the same form as equation (2.9), and we define the modified wave
numbers kr and ki as same as that in equation (2.12).
The following gives brief steps of how to use the nonlinear spectral analysis.
1. Select the computational domain Œ0, 2 and uniform grids xj D jx, .j D 1, 2...N/ (N is a
large fixed number);
2. Given a fixed wave number k and then obtain values offj D eikxj on each grid.






by using numerical scheme
Fj xf
0
j D fjC1=2  fj1=2








5. Compute the modified wave numbers
kr D kr.˛/D Re. OFk/, ki D ki .˛/D Im. OFk/
6. Change the value of k and repeat the process of (2)–(5), plot the curves kr D kr.˛/ and
ki D ki .˛/ ( where ˛  kx/.
In the case that the numerical scheme in step (3) is linear, this method gives the same curves
of kr D kr.˛/ and ki D ki .˛/ as the classical (linear) Fourier analysis [13]. In extended form
linear analysis, we call the curve kr D kr.˛/ as the dissipation curve and call ki D ki .˛/ as the
dispersion curve.
To test this method, we plot the curves of kr D kr.˛/ and ki D ki .˛/ for a seventh-order WENO
scheme (WENO7) in Figure2 . The values, by using Pirozzoli’s ADR method, are also shown in this
figure with the definition kr DIm.ˆ.'//, ki D Re.ˆ.'//, whereˆ.'/ is the modified wave num-
ber of ADR method [15]. This figure shows that this method gives the same values as Pirozzoli’s
ADR method, but this method is much simpler.
2.3.2. Optimization by nonlinear spectral analysis. In Sections 2.1–2.2, a class of sixth-order MP
schemes with free parameters (MP-FP6) is given. The free parameters will be specified by using
optimization technique through nonlinear spectral analysis addressed in the previous section. After
and is specified, the scheme called sixth-order optimized MP scheme (OMP6) is given finally.
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Figure 2. Plot of kr and ki as a function of ˛ for WENO7 scheme, comparison with Pirozzoli’s
ADR method.
Figure 3. Dissipation curves for monotonicity-preserving-FP6 schemes with different  (with D 0/.
Equation (2.5) shows that the dissipation of the linear part of MP-FP6 depends only on the
parameter  , and the dispersion depends only on . When the nonlinear (limiter) part is adding,
MP-FP6’s dissipation (or dispersion) depends on both  and . However, numerical tests show that
MP-FP6’s dissipation mainly depends on  , and the effects of  on the dissipation are relatively
weak, especially in the low wave number range. Similarly, MP-FP6’s dispersion mainly depends
on . To simplify the optimization process, the dissipation and dispersion curves can be optimized
independently. We optimize dissipation curve by adjusting  , and optimize dispersion curve by
adjusting .
Equation (2.5) requires  > 0 because the dissipation (of the linear scheme) must be positive. A
scheme with large numerical dissipation is surely not suitable for detailed simulation of complex
flows. However, the central scheme without dissipation is insufficient in suppressing the numerical
oscillation and leads to instability. Therefore, a small amount of dissipation is needed. In the appli-
cation to specific physical problem,  can be given an appropriate value to avoid over smoothed
discontinuities. That is, the optimal dissipation often depends on the problem.
The dissipation curves kr D kr.˛/ with different  of MP-FP6 (sixth-order MP schemes with
free parameters) scheme ( D 0 is specified) by nonlinear spectral analysis are shown in Figure 3,
where the dissipation curves of seventh-order Weighted ENO scheme [3] (WENO7) are also shown
in this figure. This figure shows that the dissipation becomes larger as the increasing of  , and this
indicates that it is feasible to reduce dissipation by control  . This figure also shows that the MP-
FP6 schemes with  6 0.05 have higher wave number resolution range than WENO7 as we use
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the criterion kr 6 0.05. This also means that the MP-FP6 schemes with  6 0.05 are less dissipa-
tive than WENO7. Numerical tests show that MP-FP6 schemes with  D 0.001 are robust enough
for supersonic/hypersonic flows. We suggest that  D 0.001. In the extreme case such as strong
shock/turbulence interaction, users can choose larger  (such as  D 0.015 or  D 0.02) for high
robustness.
After  is determined by the dissipation optimization, we specify another free parameter  by the
optimization of dispersion. Define
G.˛/ N̨˛  N̨ Œ˛  ki .˛/, . N̨ D =2/ .
Because the ideal dispersion curve is ki D ˛ (which means no dispersion error), higher jG.˛/j
represents larger dispersion error. Here, we require
G.˛/> 0,
which means that ki .˛/ 6 ˛, that is, the MP-FP6 scheme should not be a ‘fast scheme’ (the propa-
gation speed of numerical waves is faster than that of the physical waves). Curves of ki .˛/ andG.˛/
for MP-FP6 schemes with D1.3=140 0.8=140 (specify  D 0.001) are shown in Figures 4–5.
We define the maximum wave number range of dispersion resolution as
˛D Dmax.˛/ WG.˛/6 0.02.
Figure 4. Dispersion curves for different .
Figure 5. G.˛/curves for different .
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Parameter  is then determined by the criteria of maximized ˛D and G.˛/ > 0. Finally, we suggest
D 0 as the optimized value.
By specifying the free parameters  D 0.001 and D 0, the final scheme ((2.4),(2.6),(2.7)) is then
given, and we call it optimized sixth-order MP scheme (OMP6).
The dispersion curves of WENO7 scheme are also shown in Figures 3–4, which show that OMP6
scheme has wider wave number resolution range than the WENO7 scheme.
Figure 6 gives the dispersion curve of linear scheme (2.4) by Fourier analysis. Comparison with
Figure 4 shows that the nonlinear (limiter) part changes the dispersion property of the scheme obvi-
ously. For example, linear scheme (2.4) with  D 1.3=140 is ‘slow scheme’ (ki < ˛/, but the
MP-FP6 scheme ((2.4) with MP limiter) with  D 1.3=140 becomes ‘fast scheme’ (ki > ˛/ in
the low wave number range. This indicates that the optimization based on the linear analysis cannot
give the optimal solution.


























































are defined in (2.7).
Figure 6. Dispersion curves for linear schemes (2.4) with different .
Table I. L1 and L1 errors and order with u.x, 0/D sin.x/.
Method Numbers of zone L1 L1 L1 L1
error order error order
WENO7 10 5.37E-03 — 5.97E-03 —
"D 1040 20 8.56E-05 5.97 1.21E-04 5.63
40 1.24E-06 6.11 2.94E-06 5.35
80 1.91E-08 6.02 8.14E-08 5.18
160 2.92E-10 6.03 2.30E-09 5.15
OMP6 10 3.62E-04 — 2.42E-04 —
20 7.84E-06 5.53 5.75E-06 5.40
40 1.30E-07 5.92 9.83E-08 5.87
80 2.04E-09 5.99 1.57E-09 5.97
160 3.18E-11 6.00 2.48E-11 5.98
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As for the conservation law (2.1) with f D au, a < 0, the numerical flux can be constructed
similarly. In fact, the expression of numerical flux for (2.1) with f D au, a < 0 is easy to obtain by
simply replacing the subscript ‘j Ck’ with ‘j k’ in (2.7), (2.17), and (2.18) (such as replace j+2
withj -2, replace j -1 with j+1, and replacej+1/2 with j -1/2).
In the extreme case such as very strong shock, the users can choose larger  (such as 0.015 or
0.02) in (2.4) for higher robustness.
3. EXTENSION TO THE EULER EQUATION
In this section, the OMP6 scheme is extended to the Euler equations. The one-dimensional Euler







where UD ., u,E/T is the vector of conservative variables and F(U)D .u, u2Cp,u.ECp//T






.FjC1=2  Fj1=2/D 0
where FjC1=2 is the inviscid numerical fluxes, which are computed by the characteristic decompo-
sition. This consists of the following steps:
Figure 7. Shu–Osher problem. Distribution of density at t D 1.8 for WENO7 and OMP6, 200 grid points.
Figure 8. Shu–Osher problems. Distribution of density at t D 1.8 for WENO7 and OMP6, 400 grid points.
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1. Use the flux vector splitting methods (such as Lax–Friedrichs splitting [3], Steger–Warming
splitting [16], or Van Leer splitting [17] to split the fluxes into a positive part and a negative
part, that is, FD FCC F;
2. At each fixed xjC1=2, the average state UjC1=2 is computed by the arithmetic average or the
Roe [18] average;
3. The eigenvalues i
jC1=2
.i D 1, 2, 3/, the left eigenvectors li
jC1=2
.i D 1, 2, 3/ and the right
eigenvectors ri
jC1=2
.i D 1, 2, 3/ are computed in terms of UjC1=2;










 Fm, .i D 1, 2, 3ImD j  3, ..., j C 4/










In the following tests, the seventh-order WENO scheme (WENO7) [3], seventh-order MP scheme
(MP7) [5], and the current OMP6 scheme are used to compute inviscid numerical flux. The
Lax–Friedrichs flux vector splitting method is used to split the fluxes into a positive and a neg-
ative part for one-dimensional and two-dimensional tests and for three-dimensional tests is the
Steger–Warming splitting method. For viscous case, eighth-order central scheme is used to dis-
crete viscous terms. The third-order TVD type Runge–Kutta method [3] is used for time advance.
All test cases except the three-dimensional direct numerical simulation (DNS) are run on a PC with
a Core i7 CPU at 2.67 GHz (run as single-threaded serially).
Table II. The CPU times needed for the Shu–Osher problem
(18 000 time steps).
Method Total CPU time (s)




Figure 9. Shu–Osher problems. Distribution of density at t D 1.8 for MP7 (upwind7+MP) and OMP6,
200 points.
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4.1. One-dimensional problems
4.1.1. Convergence study for the advection equations. [3, 19]
The following equation is solved on the domain Œ1, 1 with periodic boundary conditions.²
ut C ux D 0
u.x, 0/D sin.x/
The computed L1 and L1 errors and order of accuracy are listed in Table I. The errors were mea-
sured at t D 1, and the time step has been adjusted to t D .x/3. The results in Table I tell us
that the OMP6 scheme gives the theoretical order of sixth-order accuracy starting at about 80 grid
points. And, the errors of the OMP6 are significantly less than the WENO7 schemes no matter on
the coarse or the fine grid.
4.1.2. Shu–Osher problem. [20]
This test indicates that Mach 3 shock interacts with a density disturbance. And, this is a good
model to test the schemes resolution for both shock waves and small-scale waves. The governing
equations are one-dimensional Euler equations and solved on the spatial domain x 2 Œ0, 10. The
initial conditions are²
D 3.857143, uD 2.629369, p D 10.333333when x< 1
D 1C 0.2 sin.5x/, uD 0, p D 1 when x> 1 .
The solution is advanced up to t D 1.8 with 200 and 400 points. Because the real exact solution
is unknown, the ‘exact’ solution here is obtained numerically by 4000 points. Figure 7 presents
Figure 10. Double-Mach reflection of a Mach 10 shock wave, density profile at t D 0.2, 960 240 grid: (a)
WENO7, (b) MP7, and (c) OMP6 (from 1.731 to 20.92 with 30 equally spaced contours).
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the comparison between the WENO7 and the OMP6 scheme for 200 grid points. Figure 7b is the
locally enlarged plot of Figure 7a. Clearly shown in Figure 7, the OMP6 gives better resolution than
the classical WENO7 scheme, especially, in the region of high wave number behind the shock. The
improved dispersion property is responsible for its better high wave number simulation capability.
But, for the first wave behind the shock waves, the result is not as good as the others. The reason
is that the first wave contains only four grid points, yet other waves contains six grid points. It has
been beyond the range of optimal wave number. The improved dissipation property is responsible
for its better shock capturing capability. The dissipation should be reduced as much as possible; but
on the other hand, it should suppress the numerical oscillation. In Figure 8, the results are compared
between the OMP6 and WENO7 using 400 grid points. One can conclude that both schemes give a
better resolved density waves on this mesh, but at a lower cost for the OMP6 scheme which is about
half of computational time less expensive than the WENO7 as shown in Table II.
Figure 9 shows the comparison between the OMP6 scheme and the original seventh-order MP
scheme (seventh-order upwind scheme with MP limiter, marked as MP7), which is given in ref.
[5] on 200 grid points. The figure shows that the optimization of dispersion and dissipation obtains
better resolution.
4.2. Two-dimensional problems
4.2.1. Double Mach reflection problem. [21]
The governing equations are two-dimensional Euler equations, and the computational domain for
this problem is chosen to be Œ0, 4 Œ0, 1. The reflecting wall lies at the bottom of the computational
Figure 11. Close-up view of the ‘blow-up’ region of Figure 11: (a) WENO7, (b) MP7, and (c) OMP6 (from
1.731 to 20.92 with 30 equally spaced contours).
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domain starting from x D 1=6. Initially, a right-moving Mach 10 shock wave in air (	 D 1.4/ is
positioned at x D 1=6,y D 0, and makes a 60ı-angle with the x-axis. For the bottom boundary, the
region from x D 0 to x D 1=6 is always assigned the initial values. The boundary with x > 1=6 on
the x-axis is taken to be a reflecting boundary. At the top boundary of our computational domain,
the flow values are set to describe the exact motion of the Mach 10 shock wave. It is a test case
involving both strong shock and multiple stems. The results are shown at a simulation time of 0.2,
and the grid resolutions are 960 240 and 1920 480 points.
The density contours obtained by the WENO7, MP7, and OMP6 scheme are presented in
Figures 10–13, and the total CPU times for per 100 steps are shown in Table III. It can be seen
that both schemes capture the features of the solution such as the Mach stem and the wall jet. All the
figures show that the OMP6 scheme resolves better the wave structure near the second triple point
and predicts a stronger jet near the wall. And, as shown in Figures 11 and 13, the OMP6 scheme
achieves higher resolution especially in the region near the Mach stems where the OMP6 scheme
can capture the rollup of the slip line more clearly and is less dissipative at small scales (marked by
the arrows in the figure).
Figure 12. Double Mach reflection of a Mach 10 shock wave, density profile at t D 0.2, 1920  480 grid:
(a) WENO7 and (b) OMP6 (from 1.731 to 20.92 with 30 equally spaced contours).
Figure 13. Close-up view of the ‘blow-up’ region of Figure 13: (a) WENO7 and (b) OMP6 (from 1.731 to
20.92 with 30 equally spaced contours).
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Table III. The total CPU times needed for the Double Mach reflection
problem (100 time steps).
Mesh 960 240 1920 480
Method WENO7 MP7 OMP6 WENO7 MP7 OMP6
CPU time (s) 350.3 211.2 212.7 1423.3 overflow 850.3
Comparing Figure 11c with the results in [22] (Figure 1), the results obtained by the OMP6 on a
960240 grid are similar to the classical WENO9 on a 1920480 grid. Figure 12 shows the density
contours obtained by the OMP6 and the WENO7 on a 1920480 grid. The contours zoomed around
the contact discontinuity and Mach stem region are given in Figure 13. In the close-up view of the
‘blow-up’ region, these results show better resolution in comparison with the result obtained by the
classical WENO9 on a 3840 960 grid in [22].
This test shows that the OMP6 scheme has a higher resolution of small-scale waves for less dissi-
pation errors than the classical WENO7 and have the same capability to capture strong shock waves
as the WENO schemes. CPU times in Table III shows that the computing efficiency of OMP6 is
very close to that of MP7 (difference is less than 1%), and the efficiency of both OMP6 and MP7
are much higher than that of WENO7.
The computing with MP7 on 1290 480 grid overflows at t D 0.134 (negative pressure occurs in
the computation domain); however, the computing with OMP6 does not overflow in the same grid,
and this test case shows that the OMP6 is more robust than MP7.
4.2.2. Rayleigh–Taylor instability. [22] Rayleigh–Taylor instability happens on an interface
between fluids with different densities when acceleration is directed from the heavy fluid to the
light fluid. The instability has a fingering nature, with bubbles of light fluid rising into the ambient
heavy fluid and spikes of heavy fluid falling into the light fluid. Previous studies show that there are
many small structures. It is a good example to test the resolution of the numerical schemes.
The problem is set up as follows: the computational domain is Œ0, 1
4
  Œ0, 1; initially, the inter-
face is at y D 1=2, the heavy fluid with  D 2 is below in the interface and the light fluid with
 D 1 is above the interface with the acceleration in the positive y-direction; the pressure p
is continuous across the interface; a small perturbation is given to the velocity component in y-
direction. So, for 0 6 y 6 1=2,  D 2,u D 0,p D 2y C 1, v D 0.025c  cos.8x/, and for
1=2 6 y 6 1,  D 1,u D 0,p D y C 3
2





, and the ratio of specific heats 	 D 5
3
. A source term  is added to the right-hand side of
the third equation, and v is added to the fourth equation of the Euler system. The final simulation
time is t D 1.95.
For comparing the numerical results, the mesh refinement study is used with three uniform
meshes: h D 1=240, 1=480, 1=960. Figure 14 shows the density contours with 15 equally spaced
contour lines from  D 0.952269 to  D 2.14589 obtained by the WENO7, MP7, and OMP6
schemes for h D 1=240, 1=480. The total CPU times are shown in Table IV. Figure 14 shows that
the OMP6 scheme resolves finer results in comparison with WENO7 and MP7 schemes (see the
region marked by the arrows in Figure 14). It is obvious that the OMP6 scheme is much less dissi-
pative at small scales and produces much more small vortices in the shear layer than the WENO7
and MP7 schemes. This indicates that OMP6 scheme has better resolution in complicated solution
structures than WENO7 and MP7 schemes.
Figure 15 shows the density contours with 15 equally spaced contour lines from D 0.952269 to
D 2.14589 obtained by the WENO7, MP7, and OMP6 schemes for hD 1=960. Obviously, again,
the OMP6 scheme resolves considerably finer results in comparison with the two other schemes.
Comparing Figures 14 and 15 again with the results in [22] (Figure 2), the results obtained by
the OMP6 with h D 1=240 are similar to the classical WENO9 with h D 1=480. The OMP6 with
h D 1=480 has qualitatively the same resolution as WENO9 with h D 1=960, and the same for the
OMP6 with hD 1=960 and the WENO9 with hD 1=1920.
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Figure 14. Rayleigh–Taylor instability: density profile at t D 1.95, by WENO7, MP7, and OMP6 scheme
with hD 1=240, 1=480, (from 0.952269 to 2.14589 with 15 equally spaced contours).
Table IV. The total CPU times needed for the Rayleigh–Taylor instability (100 time steps).
Mesh hD 1=240 hD 1=480 hD 1=960
Method WENO7 MP7 OMP6 WENO7 MP7 OMP6 WENO7 MP7 OMP6
CPU time (s) 354.2 205.2 208.5 1423.5 845.1 849.2 5695.1 3420.1 3423.2
The previous two tests contain both discontinuities and complex solution structure, which are of
critical importance and difficult for numerical simulation. Through analysis, it can be said that the
OMP6 scheme with half of mesh points in each direction can achieve the numerical resolution by
using the WENO9 scheme. Moreover, the OMP6 has much higher computational efficiency than the
WENO7 as shown in Tables IV.
4.3. Direct numerical simulation of decaying compressible isotropic turbulence [23]
Direct numerical simulation of compressible isotropic turbulence [23] is a good case to test the res-
olution of small-scale fluctuations. The computational domain is Œ0, 2 Œ0, 2 Œ0, 2, and the
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Figure 15. Rayleigh–Taylor instability: density profile at t D 1.95, by WENO7, MP7, and OMP6 scheme
with hD 1=960, (from 0.952269 to 2.14589 with 15 equally spaced contours).
Figure 16. Temporal evolution of turbulent kinetic energy.
mesh contains 1283 uniform points. The boundary conditions are periodic in all three directions.
In this study, we choose the case with initial turbulent Mach number Mt0 D 0.2 and initial Taylor
Reynolds number Re D 97. During the development of the turbulence, numerical dissipation will
speed up the time decay process. So, we focus on the decay process of the turbulent energy and the
spectrum for kinetic energy.
Figure 16 shows the temporal evolution of turbulent kinetic energy K.t/ D 1
2
huiui i for the
WENO7, MP7, and OMP6 schemes on meshes with 1283 grid points, where 
 is the large eddy
turnover time at initial time [23]. For comparison, we conduct another high resolution case with
2563 uniform points and higher older scheme (9th upwind scheme for inviscid term and 10th cen-
tral term for viscous term), and the result can be seen as ‘exact solution.’ The Comparison with the
‘exact solution’ shows that the decaying curve of WENO7 is faster than that of OMP6 and MP7,
which shows that OMP6 and MP7 are less dissipative than WENO7.
Figure 17 shows the kinetic energy spectral [23] at t D 1.5.t=
 D 0.99/ for the WENO7, MP7,
OMP6, and the ‘exact solution.’ This figure shows that, compared with the spectrum computed by
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Figure 17. Kinetic energy spectral at t D 1.5.t=
 D 0.99/.
WENO7and MP7, the spectrum computed by OMP6 is closer to the ‘exact solution,’ especially in
the high wave number range (marked by the arrow in Figure 17). This figure shows that OMP6 has
much higher resolution for small scales than that of the WENO7 and MP7 schemes.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, sixth-order MP optimized schemes (OMP6) is developed on the basis of the opti-
mization and MP technique. The nonlinear spectral analysis is used for the purpose of minimizing
the dispersion errors and controlling the dissipation errors. The new scheme (OMP6) is simple
in expression and is easy to be used in CFD codes. We test the OMP6 schemes through the
Shu–Osher problem, double Mach reflection problem, Rayleigh–Taylor instability problem, and the
DNS of decaying compressible turbulence. Though these test cases, we compared OMP6 scheme
with seventh-order WENO scheme (WENO7) and original seventh-order MP scheme (MP7). All
numerical tests show that the OMP6 scheme has robust shock capturing capability and high resolu-
tion for the small-scale waves due to fewer numerical dispersion and dissipation errors. Moreover,
the new scheme has higher computational efficiency than the well-used WENO schemes.
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